Open Community Meeting
White Church, Comrie
Monday 7th June 2010, 7.30pm
MINUTE OF MEETING
CDT Directors present: Alan Caldwell, Ian Findlay (Chair), Blair Urquhart, Chris Palmer,
William Levack, Davey Robertson, Eunice Cartwright.
CDT Staff present: Isla Valenti, Will Reid, Andy Heming, James MacDonald Turner, Fran
Loots
Welcome:
Ian Findlay, volunteer CDT Board Member and Chair of the meeting, thanked everyone for
attending. Ian explained the format the meeting would take with presentations on the
meeting topic of Cultybraggan coming from Alan Caldwell, Will Reid and Andy Heming with a
break for discussion and then feedback and question time at the end. Ian also explained that
on each table there were maps of Cultybraggan that the speakers would refer to and
feedback forms for anyone who wished to propose comments and ideas either at the
meeting or to take away and return to the CDT office at a later date.
Alan Caldwell spoke to the meeting to introduce the strategy for Cultybraggan and the way
forward. The aim is for Cultybraggan to be self financing by 2013 which is one year ahead of
the target for the project as set out in the business plan published and issued to all CDT
members in December 2008. CDT will shortly produce a bulletin to be delivered to every
household that will contain the strategy set out by the CDT Board including feedback and
comments from this meeting – this bulletin will update everyone in Comrie on the strategy
and provide the chance to give feedback on it. Alan stressed that the plans being discussed
at this meeting (e.g. hillside self catering development) were at the very early stages and
there would be a consultation opportunity for the community once the plans reached a stage
where a decision was needed as to whether the Trust was to develop the plans or whether a
partner should be sought.
Alan explained that every 6 months the Trust holds a funders meeting with all funders
involved in Cultybraggan to present to them the opportunities and obstacles faced during the
period since the last funders meeting and to present and scope out a way forward. This
process has been very successful since the beginning for both the Trust as well as the
funders themselves. Now that the Cultybraggan project has grown and developed other
larger bodies such as Scottish Enterprise and venture capital organisations are showing
interest which is a very positive step for the project and the community.
Alan outlined the main areas of the strategy to firstly clear the £350K debt which would then
give security to move forward with development of the community asset and give comfort to
those who have already invested in the land (e.g. Allotments Association, nissen hut tenants,
Wilde Thyme etc.) and secondly to allow future free standing business opportunities to
flourish via a separate trading subsidiary of the Trust (this separate trading subsidiary would
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be held within the charitable Trust for the community but would not endanger the land owned
by the community should the trading subsidiary be unsuccessful and fold). Alan set out the
aspirations the Trust are aiming for by 2013 :
 Cultybraggan to be debt free
 Commercial Quadrant to be sold and occupied
 Land value to be £750K
 Turnover to be £150K
 Additional investment in social/community business and environment opportunities.
Alan explained to the meeting the very generous offer the Trust has received from the Tudor
Trust (one of the original and long term funders of Cultybraggan) for the £400K debt to Tudor
Trust (£200K secured against the land at Cultybraggan and £200K unsecured). CDT repaid
the secured £200K via financing with Triodos Bank and Tudor Trust have offered to CDT for
the remaining unsecured £200K, £100K repayment to be deferred over a 15/20 year
timescale secured against proceeds from investment opportunities within the development of
the site and the other £100K Tudor Trust are willing to write off in a “£ for £” fundraising
scheme with the Comrie Foundation. The way in which this scheme will work is that Tudor
Trust will match all fundraising via the Comrie Foundation £ for £ up to a maximum of £100K
which in effect means that any donations to the Comrie Foundation from now on will
automatically double e.g. The Bulletholes very kindly donated their fee for playing at Culty
Quake to the Foundation therefore their donation of £400 is doubled to £800 and at the
recent British Council event held in Comrie each of the five speakers kindly donated their
£100 honorarium which means this £500 is doubled to £1,000.
Will Reid gave a presentation and explained to the meeting in greater detail the many
aspects of the development plans for Cultybraggan.
He explained that to achieve a financially self-sustaining development by 2014 the
immediate cash flow and longer term debt needed tackling now. In the process of following
this strategy the value of the Trust`s ownership will be maintained.
Will pointed out that whilst the Trust had done well to attract 7 businesses to Cultybraggan
over the past 9 months, given the economic climate, there was still a need for working capital
of £125k over the next 2 years, until the phase 1 units were fully occupied. He added that the
Open Meeting in November had supported the sale of the 2 house plots to raise this working
capital and that this sale had now to be progressed, either by disposing of them on the open
market, or to a trading subsidiary of the Trust. Will highlighted the advantages of retaining
control over these plots as the subsidiary company could control the use of these houses.
Will summarised the current borrowings of £600k against a value of £800k, however, as Alan
had explained this position had already improved through the generous offer of the Tudor
Trust to turn £100k of their loan into a grant if this was matched by £100k raised from the
Comrie Foundation. He emphasised that the priority was the repayment of the commercial
loan of £300k from Triodos and that the following strategy was proposed:



sale of the commercial quadrant – plots suitable for businesses looking for larger
areas who preferred to purchase not rent
development of the hill ground for eco holiday lets, which could either be sold once
planning consent was achieved or provide a return for the Trust if retained as an
investment
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development of the eco hub by providing a biomass district heating system which
would provide an income both from the sale of heat and the payments from the
Renewable Heat Incentive to be introduced next year.

Will pointed out that there were also community investments proposed in the Sports and
Leisure Quadrant and the Heritage Centre. The Trust`s Sports Working Group had been very
active in seeking early use of the playing fields and more permanent provision for sports
lacking facilities in Comrie was being investigated.
Will explained the potential for the multi-purpose heritage centre “hub” proposed
development of the old jail and store buildings. This could be developed into a museum,
small scale conference facility and changing facilities for the sports area. It could also exhibit
the work of the Trust in reducing carbon emissions, looking to the future of climate change.
Andy Heming presented to the meeting a summary of the current and projected financial
situation.
Cultybraggan Cash Flow without capital and revenue strategy
Apr 10 – Mar Apr 11 – Mar Apr 12 – Mar Apr 13 – Mar Apr 14 – Mar
11
12
13
14
15








April 15 –
Mar 16

Income Total

39,170

60,547

85,121

90,121

90,121

90,121

Expenditure

100,326

86,050

108,045

108,045

108,045

108,045

NET CASH FLOW

-61,156

-25,503

-22,924

-17,924

-17,924

-17,924

OPENING BALANCE

35,000

-26,156

-51,659

-74,583

-92,507

-110,431

CLOSING BALANCE

-26,156

-51,659

-74,583

-92,507

-110,431

-128,355

Income rises with Phase 1 full occupancy expected in year 3.
Income stabilises at year 4 (13-14) on with full Phase 1 rental income achieved.
Expenditure includes Phase 1 completion costs already incurred, but no other
development costs.
Expenditure rises significantly Year 3 (Apr 12) on as loan repayments come into
effect.
In this scenario there is insufficient working capital for immediate requirements and an
ever increasing debt as loan repayments become due.
This is a clearly unsustainable prospect.
Cultybraggan Capital and Revenue Strategy Example
Apr 10 – Mar Apr 11 – Mar Apr 12 – Mar Apr 13 – Mar Apr 14 – Mar
11
12
13
14
15

April 15 –
Mar 16

Income Total

59,170

210,547

85,121

90,121

90,121

90,121

Expenditure

202,919

86,050

76,045

76,045

76,045

76,045

-143,749

124,497

9,076

14,076

14,076

14,076

OPENING BALANCE

35,000

-108,749

15,748

24,824

38,900

52,976

CLOSING BALANCE

-108,749

15,748

24,824

38,900

52,976

67,052

NET CASH FLOW
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In this example of what could be done;
 Income in Year 1 (10-11) is higher because there is some funding towards
development work.
 Year 2 (11-12) sees a large income increase with a capital receipt from asset sale of
house plots which covers cash flow requirements until full Phase 1 rents are achieved.
 Phase 1 full occupancy expected in year 3 with full rents achieved at 4 years.
 Expenditure in Year 1 is significantly higher as it includes the cost of taking the Hill
Ground to planning and preparing the Commercial Quadrant for sale. Both of which
significantly increase the value of the Community asset.
 Asset sales of Commercial Quadrant and / or small proportion of Hill Ground along
with Foundation fundraising income repays outstanding £400,000 debt. (Outstanding
£400,000 and Commercial Quadrant and Foundation income not included in table
above.)
 Once debt is repaid expenditure remains at manageable level.
 Ongoing sustainable surplus from year 3.
 Further income generation developments will be the subject of detailed reports
demonstrating the Business case and viability prospects.
In this example scenario the Trust achieves a financially sustainable position in 2013, a year
ahead of the original 2014 target.
Ian Findlay thanked Alan, Will and Andy for such informative presentations highlighting that
the community asset that is Cultybraggan presents lots of opportunities as well as risks and
financial figures involved are large and because of this the Trust wish the views of the
community. Ian invited the meeting to take some time to discuss at the tables all or some of
the discussion points presented by the meeting :
 Views on the sales of assets
 views on the land uses proposed
 views on the investment opportunities
 making the most of the Comrie Foundation
The following points of feedback were received from the floor:
 Leave area earmarked for hillside eco self catering development undeveloped –
develop self catering units within the Camp ground rather than the hillside and
develop the self catering units in keeping with the nissen huts already on site. The
plans for a biomass unit to be sited on the camp land for tenants etc. would also serve
the self catering units if they were sited here. The self catering development would
only be an asset to the community of Comrie if the Trust kept control of the
development and kept true to the original principle of the development (The Trust will
investigate the possibility of the self catering units being sited on the camp ground
however the initial reaction of Perth & Kinross Planning Dept. has previously been
that there could be difficulties in a mixed use development in providing the right
amenity for a self catering development and the Trust do agree that it should retain
control as much as possible to maximise profit for the community).
 Concern over sale of commercial quadrant for garage type uses given the Trust`s
“green credentials” when new owners move in however less concern over Eco self
catering development on hillside as feel this would be more attractive to an
entrepreneurial developer as appreciate the Trust require security of working capital in
the short term.
 Support for development of museum area.
 Support for sale of commercial quadrant as long as there was a buy back option for
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the Trust and restrictions on purchaser to develop in an eco friendly way.
The Trust should seek partnerships with large corporations/education institutes to use
Cultybraggan as test bed eco park for renewable technologies.
Against sale of two house plots but would support this area becoming a social care
development in partnership with the Trust – this could tie in with the other quadrants
at Cultybraggan as well as providing local jobs. The Trust should seek a commercial
partner within the social care investor sector (The Trust put forward the option of the
sale of the piece of land for two house plots as a means to increase the asset value
and as a possible solution to turn the cashflow into a positive position however the
Trust will be investigating other options available to the community to reverse the
current cashflow issue).
Encourage the Trust to have a buy back option for any sales within the commercial
quadrant.
Would Spark of Genius still be interested in Cultybraggan ? (Spark of Genius voiced
there interest at the very early stages of Cultybraggan and the Trust will endeavour to
look into notes of interest shown since the purchase).
Support for the Trust to investigate the possibility of a partner to develop the two
house plot area into a social care facility.
Concern over the commercial quadrant becoming an eyesore with various different
types of businesses moving in.
Support to keep the camp ground as one unit and sell off the hill ground.
Would a swimming pool be a possibility for an end user of the heat from the biomass?
Concern and reluctance to sell off hillground area.
Any further thoughts on what the bunker could be used for ? (unfortunately no).
Would the Trust host a Saturday morning coffee morning for others within the
community to attend and hear about what has been discussed this evening as some
of these decisions are very large ? (The Trust will host a Saturday morning coffee
morning as soon as possible as well as produce a Comrie Bulletin. The Trust will also
endeavour to go out to groups within the village to discuss the plans proposed).
Could the Comrie Bulletin contain a feedback form that could be picked up by the
group of kind volunteers that deliver it ?
Support given for smaller scale events to be held at Cultybraggan to encourage more
village people to the site e.g. car boot sales, sports events. This would build more
connection between the village and Cultybraggan.

Alan asked the meeting if they felt the Trust had reached the stage that they should be
advertising in the Sunday broadsheets for business development partners. Following the
November meeting where the Trust were given the go ahead on the sale of the two house
plots- the floor proposed that the advertising be widened from Comrie via newspapers etc. –
also the possibility of advertising to a wider audience via our current funders for future
opportunities. Also advertise the Comrie Foundation to a wider audience for possible future
donators.
Other comments/questions from the floor:
 It was commented on that the CDT hut at Culty Quake was not well attended by local
people and the majority of people the volunteers and staff spoke to on the day were
from outwith the village.
 Are the Trust any further forward with the public footpath to Cultybraggan ? (The Trust
have a clear idea of the preferred route however land ownership/servitude rights are
still in dispute and negotiations are not progressing. The Trust will seek guidance on
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the best way forward via further negotiation or legal proceedings).
 Should the information coffee morning be held at Cultybraggan ?
 Alan then explained to the meeting that the Comrie Foundation were now able to start
their grant giving to local Comrie groups for grants up to £500 (The Foundation
currently have £2,500 in their fund for grant giving). He encouraged those at the
meeting to “spread the word” and encourage anyone in a local group who is seeking
some financial assistance to please submit an application (applications are available
from the CDT office).
 Ian thanked everyone for their attendance and participation and encouraged as many
people to submit their feedback and comments on the forms provided.
Feedback and comments received on the forms:
Land Uses within Cultybraggan

Eco park with commercial company investment e.g. Oil companies keen to be “green”

Proposed two houses to be built by CDT subsidiary company

Development of sports/community hall for use by community groups e.g. boys brigade
and guides

Very much against sale of two housing plots – investigate shared use with a
commercial partner e.g. nursing home, respite home or other social support agencies

Buy back option must be factored into any sale of the commercial quadrant with a
guaranteed buy back price agreed at point of sale (not market value) – also ensure
any purchaser does not have the option of building on this area for housing

Sceptical on land swaps – any swaps would be done with business people who
require profit on their existing asset therefore why would they swap ?

Investigate renewables companies to use the camp as a showcase for their
business/products (rental potential income)

Support house and commercial plots sell off to aid debt clearance

Possible eyesore of builders yards/work shops/rusting plant in commercial quadrant

Any land use within Cultybraggan must retain the green credentials of the original
concept

Commercial and community involvement may not always be compatible

Could there be too much diversity of use within the site ?

Allotments and orchards

Eco hub and biofuel heat generation

Heritage centre

Sports quadrant but without football pitch which already exists at Laggan Park

Would recommend bringing house plots into recreational area

Against selling of house plots as Cultybraggan boundary should be kept intact
Proposed Eco Self catering development on hill ground
 Go for it
 Get planning permission to increase value in case sale is necessary
 Would not want the Trust to run this but could look at leasing area to be run by private
company after gaining planning permission
 Achieve planning permission to raise value – carry out market research for business
partner or build on the commercial area rather than sell
 Support gaining planning consent however would suggest holding on development
and not over stretching the debt too far
 Not in favour of eco self catering development on hill ground – should be kept within
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Cultybraggan nearer biomass and blend in with current buildings on site (nissen huts)
Should concentrate on quality, not quantity, no cheapness. Aims should be to create a
unique eco-tourism development not just upmarket chalets. Such a project, tightly
controlled, could well be of interest to entrepreneurs in field of tourism
An attractive idea
The houses would have to be foot access with a secluded car park at the entrance
If site sold, it should be developed according to 'eco friendly' principles

Funding Strategy
 Advertise in Sunday broadsheets for investment opportunity
 Series of events to be run by/for Comrie Foundation to capitalise on match funding
(required urgently)
 Advertising campaign to ensure not only village is aware of this opportunity
 If anything has to be sold support for the two house plots and encouragement of
seeking a partner for this area on idea of social care housing
 Is selling off attractive assets akin to asset stripping leaving the core at a reduced
value ?
 Is consolidation/concentration on core activities preferable to trying to solve the
funding issue through growth, given the financial climate which is prophesised for all
of us ?
Comments
 Coffee morning in White Church is an ideal way to engage with locals who seem to be
reluctant to go out to Cultybraggan for information
 Concern about sale of commercial quadrant – green credentials
 Core building – good idea
 Concern about house plots and hill land
 Monthly visits to groups, school, servite etc also church/youth groups to help
awareness of what CDT is doing
The next Community Open Meeting will take place on Monday 5 th July 2010 in the WRI Hall.
Office details:
Address - Comrie Development Trust, 5 Dunira Street, Comrie
Telephone - 01764 670769
Email James MacDonald Turner: jmacdonaldturner@comrie.org.uk
Fran Loots: floots@comrie.org.uk
Isla Valenti: ivalenti@comrie.org.uk
Will Reid: wreid@comrie.org.uk
Andy Heming: aheming@comrie.org.uk
General email: cdt@comrie.org.uk
Normal office hours – 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday
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